
SYMMETRY AS TURING MACHINE - APPROACH TO SOLVEP VS NPKOJI KOBAYASHI1. AbstratThis artile desribes about that P is not NP by using di�erene of symmetry.Turing Mahine (TM) hange on�guration by using transition funtions. Thishanging keep halting on�guration. That is, TM lassify these on�guration intoequivalene lass. The view of equivalene lass, there are di�erent between P andoNP. Some oNP problem have over polynomial size totally order inputs. Theseproblem annot redue P beause these totally order must keep. Therefore weannot redue some oNP problem to P problem. This means P is not NP.2. Computation forestIn this artile, we will use words and theorems of Referenes [1, 2, 3℄ in thispaper. About problem, we use desription as follows;De�nition 1. We will use the term �Input� as data that Turing Mahine ompute,�Output� as result that Turing Mahine ompute. �Problem� as set of all input thatsame Turing Mahine an ompute same output.To simplify TM ability, de�ne omputation list and omputation forest.De�nition 2. We will use the term �Computation list� as lists of transition funtiontarget value that appear omputation history.Theorem 3. Deterministi TM(DTM) on�gure direted forest graph of onputa-tion list. Nondeterministi TM(NTM) on�gure Direted ayli graph of ompu-tation list. The graph root is halting on�guration and the leaves are start on�gu-ration. Eah vertex have O (1) degree.Proof. This is trivial. All onputation list have anhor as halting on�guration. TMan generate this graph that have root as halting on�guration by using transitionfuntions. Number of transition funtions is O (1). Therefore degree of this graphis O (1). �De�nition 4. We will use the term �Computation forest� as graph of omputationlist of whole TM that roots are halting on�gurations. We will write tree strutureas nesting of leafs. That is, node that have A,B leaf is (A,B). And we will writeedge as →. That is, edge between A and (A,B) is A → (A,B).That is, TM lassify input by using transition funtions. But TM have limitationthat transition funtions an lassify only O (1), TM neessary to take time tolassify some problems. 1



SYMMETRY AS TURING MACHINE - APPROACH TO SOLVE P VS NP 2Theorem 5. Some TM have onputation forest that minimum graph is (((A,B) , C) , D).That is, some TM have totally order of inputs.Proof. To think omputation list a = A → (((A,B) , C) , D). This omputation listhave 3 partial omputation list
a1 = A → (A,B)
a2 = (A,B) → ((A,B) , C)
a3 = ((A,B) , C) → (((A,B) , C) , D)Eah a1, a2, a3 lassify eah on�guration. If TM annot use some of a1, a2, a3,TM annot lassify A and another input and TM is not equal. Therefore, TM mustuse a1, a2, a3 to lassify A.It is same that TM ompute b = B → (((A,B) , C) , D). This omputation listhave 3 partial omputation list
b1 = B → (A,B)
a2 = (A,B) → ((A,B) , C)
a3 = ((A,B) , C) → (((A,B) , C) , D)and b1, a2, a3 is neesarry to ompute B.It is same c = C → (((A,B) , C) , D) and d = D → (((A,B) , C) , D). Thesepartial omputation list are
c2 = C → ((A,B) , C)
a3 = ((A,B) , C) → (((A,B) , C) , D)and
d3 = D → (((A,B) , C) , D)Eah a1, a2, a3, b1, c2, d3 annot delete from omputation forest. It is nees-sary to lassify eah A,B,C,D to other inputs. Therefore omputation forest is

(((A,B) , C) , D) and this theorem was shown. �3. P is not NPProve P 6= NP by using totally order of oNP inputs. Mentioned above 5, someinput have totally order de�ned by omputation forest. This totally order mustkeep when oNP problem redue to P problem. But oNP problem have totallyorder that beome over O (nc) size. Therefore we annot redue oNP problem toP. This means P 6= NP .Theorem 6. Some oNP problem have totally order inputs set that beome over
O (nc) size.Proof. To think oNP omputation forest that ompute 3SAT problem. NTMompute forking phase that determine truth value set and verifying phase thatverify the truth value set make input formula true. This omputation list dependon formula's Minimal Unsatis�able Core(MUC). If MUC A,B,C,D desription is

A = a0 ∧ a1 ∧ a2 ∧ a3
B = b0 ∧ a1 ∧ a2 ∧ a3
C = c0 ∧ c1 ∧ a2 ∧ a3
D = d0 ∧ d1 ∧ d2 ∧ a3then omputation forest have totally order that orrespond to (((A,B) , C) , D).And we an make another MUC by permuting some lauses of the MUC. Thesenumber of permuted fomula beome over O (nc) size. Therefore this theorem wasshown. �Theorem 7. P 6= NP



SYMMETRY AS TURING MACHINE - APPROACH TO SOLVE P VS NP 3Proof. We prove it using redution to absurdity. We assume that P = NP , there-fore we an redue all oNP problem to P problem in polynomial time.But mentioned above 6, oNP have totally input order that beome over O (nc)size. And mentioned above 5, minimum omputation forest must inlude this totallyinput order. That is, omputation forest have input that omputation list beomeover O (nc) size and we annot redue oNP to P in polynomial time. Therefore,this theorem was shown than redution to absurdity. �Referenes[1℄ Mihael Sipser, (translation) OHTA Kazuo, TANAKAKeisuke, ABEMasayuki, UEDA Hiroki,FUJIOKA Atsushi, WATANABE Osamu, Introdution to the Theory of COMPUTATIONSeond Edition, 2008[2℄ OGIHARA Mitsunori, Hierarhies in Complexity Theory, 2006[3℄ MORITA Kenihi, Reversible Computing, 2012[4℄ TANAKA Kazuyuki, SUZUKI Toshio, Mathematial Logi and Set, 2003, p.58


